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Spotters are concerned citizens, amateur radio operators, truck drivers, mariners, airplane
pilots, emergency management personnel, and public safety officials who volunteer their
time and energy to report on hazardous weather impacting their community.
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Spotter reports aid in the following ways:
Helps NWS make better informed warning decisions
(confidence) and gives credibility to warnings with real time
reports
Emergency Managers can better allocate resources and first
responders can get to those in need faster
Radar is a great tool but does have limitations. Spotters are
the eyes in the field that help meteorologists visualize what
they are seeing on radar with what spotters are seeing in the
field

Most importantly, your reports can help save lives!
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Spotters are a VITAL part of the warning decision process because they can report
exactly what’s happening on the ground! Emergency managers help with the
training of spotters, collecting and relaying spotter reports, and helping identify
areas of damage for possible surveys and documentation. All of this working toward
the ultimate goal of the protection of life and property.
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Your report should contain the following information: • WHO you are: trained spotter •
WHAT you have witnessed: the specific weather event • WHEN the event occurred: NOT
when you make your report • WHERE the event occurred, (not necessarily your location)
using well known roads or landmarks.
Immediate, real-time reports, are most helpful for warning operations, but delayed reports
are also important, even days after an event. Delayed reports are used for climatological
and verification purposes.
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A tornado is a violently rotating column of air that descends from a cumulus cloud and is in
contact with the ground. You do not always have to see the funnel itself touch the ground.
Any visible rotation on the ground, or debris being picked up off the ground underneath a
partially visible funnel is considered to be a tornado.
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Your safety always comes first so don’t try and be a hero. Report a tornado when you are in
a safe location to do so. Look for rotation on the ground and don’t assume it is a tornado if
trees or buildings obscure your view of the ground. Many false reports of tornadoes are
actually funnel clouds but spotters could not see the surface and made assumptions. When
damage is found, don’t assume it is from a tornado. Straight line winds can reach between
80 and 110 mph and can cause destructive damage.
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Just report damage observed and don’t try to make assumptions about what caused the
damage (tornado or straight line winds). Trained professionals may be called in for damage
assessments to make those determinations.
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Highest reported wind speeds from thunderstorms across central Indiana
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Reference similar sized objects if hail cannot be measured. Here are some common objects
and their associated sizes for reporting. Marbles are not a good item to use as they come in
various sizes. We received an overwhelming number of pea size hail reports thanks to
social media so spotters should start reporting when hail nears one half inch in diameter.
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Reference similar sized objects if hail cannot be measured. Here are some common objects
and their associated sizes for reporting. Marbles are not a good item to use as they come in
various sizes. We received an overwhelming number of pea size hail reports thanks to
social media so spotters should start reporting when hail nears one half inch in diameter.
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Largest reported hail sizes from thunderstorms across central Indiana
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Flooding is the second only to heat for weather related fatalities. A majority of flood
related deaths occur in vehicles. Be careful of flooded roads and wash outs when driving.
Report flooding when you observe it. Know the difference between true flash flooding and
street/road/field flooding.
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There are multiple methods for making reports to the NWS. Tornadoes should be called in
over the phone as soon as it is safe to do so. Most other reports can be submitted in real
time via these methods.
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• Watch: Be Prepared! Severe Thunderstorms or tornadoes are possible in and near the
watch area. Review and discuss your emergency plans and check supplies and your safe
room. Be ready to act quickly if a warning is issued. Acting early helps to save lives!
Watches are issued by the Storm Prediction Center for counties where severe storms or
tornadoes may occur in the next few hours. The watch area is typically large, covering
numerous counties or even states.
• Warning: Take Action Immediately! A warning is issued when a severe thunderstorm or
tornado has been reported by spotters or indicated by weather radar. There is imminent
danger to life and property. Move to an interior room on the lowest floor of a sturdy
building. Avoid windows. If in a mobile home, a vehicle, or outdoors, move to the closest
substantial shelter and protect yourself from flying debris. Warnings are issued by
your local forecast office. Warnings typically encompass a much smaller area (around the
size of a city or small county) that may be impacted by a severe thunderstorm or tornado
identified by a forecaster on radar or by a trained spotter/law enforcement who is watching
the storm.
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In the Excessive Rainfall Outlooks, the Weather Prediction Center (WPC) forecasts the
probability that rainfall will exceed flash flood guidance (FFG) within 40 kilometers (25
miles) of a point. Gridded FFG is provided by the twelve NWS River Forecast Centers (RFCs)
whose service areas cover the lower 48 states. WPC creates a national mosaic of FFG,
whose 1, 3, and 6-hour values represent the amount of rainfall over those short durations
which it is estimated would bring rivers and streams up to bankfull conditions. WPC
estimates the likelihood that FFG will be exceeded by assessing environmental conditions
(e.g. moisture content and steering winds), recognizing weather patterns commonly
associated with heavy rainfall, and using a variety of deterministic and ensemble-based
numerical model tools that get at both the meteorological and hydrologic factors
associated with flash flooding.
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Local NWS offices issue hazardous weather outlooks in both text and graphical format
every day. This information takes into account any national outlook but downscales that
information to the local area with added local context and expertise. Outlooks should be
checked frequently as they are updated to reflect changing and evolving forecasts. This is a
planning tool for preparedness ahead of storms.
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• Watch: Be Prepared! Severe Thunderstorms or tornadoes are possible in and near the
watch area. Review and discuss your emergency plans and check supplies and your safe
room. Be ready to act quickly if a warning is issued. Acting early helps to save lives!
Watches are issued by the Storm Prediction Center for counties where severe storms or
tornadoes may occur in the next few hours. The watch area is typically large, covering
numerous counties or even states.
• Warning: Take Action Immediately! A warning is issued when a severe thunderstorm or
tornado has been reported by spotters or indicated by weather radar. There is imminent
danger to life and property. Move to an interior room on the lowest floor of a sturdy
building. Avoid windows. If in a mobile home, a vehicle, or outdoors, move to the closest
substantial shelter and protect yourself from flying debris. Warnings are issued by
your local forecast office. Warnings typically encompass a much smaller area (around the
size of a city or small county) that may be impacted by a severe thunderstorm or tornado
identified by a forecaster on radar or by a trained spotter/law enforcement who is watching
the storm.
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Short fused products, usually Severe and tornado warnings will be in effect between one
half hour to one hour
Flash flood warnings will usually be in effect between 1 and 6 hours.
Take cover immediately when warnings are issued
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Outlook - Potential for hazardous weather in the next few days. Check your action plan.
Monitor forecasts.
Watch - Conditions favorable for severe weather in the next several hours. Plan, prepare,
and be aware.
Warning - Severe weather imminent or occurring. Take immediate action to protect life
and property.
Mention it doesn’t always work like this.
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Proper actions to remember for your personal safety.
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The environment in and around severe storms is a dangerous place.
Even though tornadoes are an obvious danger, other life-threatening
thunderstorm hazards, such as lightning and flash floods can be just as
deadly. Spotter reports are vital to your community and the NWS, but your
safety should be your number one priority!
Before venturing out, you need to be aware of the hazards of thunderstorms
and the recommended practices to minimize risk. As a spotter, it is your
responsibility to stay safe while spotting.
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Lightning is 4th in weather related fatalities over the last 30 years behind Heat, Flooding and
tornadoes
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Rapidly moving and rising water is extremely powerful and potentially deadly. It only takes
a small amount of moving water to float most vehicles.
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The basics of radars is that a beam of energy, called radio waves, is emitted from
an antenna. As they strike objects in the atmosphere, the energy is scattered in all
directions with some of the energy reflected directly back to the radar. The larger
the object, the greater the amount of energy that is returned to the radar. That
provides us with the ability to "see" rain drops in the atmosphere. The NWS 88D is
a dual polarization radar, which means it transmits a pulse of energy with a vertical
orientation and also one with a horizontal orientation. This helps determine the size
and orientation of rain drops and hail inside a storm.
By their design, Doppler radar systems can provide information regarding
the movement of targets as well as their position. When the WSR-88D transmits
pulses of radio waves, the system keeps track of the phase (shape, position, and
form) of those pulses. By measuring the shift (or change) in phase between a
transmitted pulse and a received echo, the target's movement directly toward or
away from the radar is calculated. This then provides a velocity along the direction
the radar is pointing, called radial velocity. A positive phase shift implies motion
toward the radar and a negative shift indicates motion away from the radar.
Fun fact: The total time the radar is actually transmitting a signal (when the duration
of transmission of all pulses, each hour, are added together), the radar is
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transmitting for a little over 7 seconds each hour. The remaining 59 minutes and 53
seconds are spent listening for any returned signals.
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As the energy from a transmitted pulse moves farther away from the radar location,
it gets higher above the surface due to the angle it is being sent and because of the
Earth’s curvature. This limitation does not allow the radar to accurately sample the
very lowest levels of a storms that are far away from the radar location. As the pulse
of energy travels further away from the radar, it also loses energy while becoming
much broader, similar to a beam of light from a flashlight or car headlight the further
away you get from the source. This leads to storms on radar looking weaker than
they really are at greater distances from the radar.
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This diagram helps illustrate how quickly the lowest elevation slice of the radar pulse (0.5°)
rises above the surface as it moves away from the radar while the Earth is also curving
away. Surrounding radar sites are used by meteorologists to interrogate storms that are
between radar sites. Spotter reports can help meteorologists where the lower levels of
storms are not sampled well.
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Reflectivity images are just as they sound as they paint a picture of the weather from the
energy reflected back to the radar. Reflectivity images are the vast majority of radar images
you will see on television as well. The colors represent the strength of returned energy to
the radar expressed in values of decibels (dBZ). The color scale is located at the lower right
of each image. As dBZ values increase so does the intensity of the rainfall.
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Base velocity: Provides a picture of the basic wind field from the lowest (0.5°) elevation
scan thanks to “Doppler” principle. But to see the wind there needs to be radar "returns"
before the radar can determine the velocity. You will notice there is hardly any velocity
information outside of the areas of precipitation. But with precipitation, Base velocity is
useful for determining areas of strong wind from downbursts or detecting the speed of cold
fronts.
Storm Relative Motion: When looking for rotation in thunderstorms (trying to
determine if there is a tornado) the overall motion of the storm can mask any storm
circulation as seen in a Base velocity image. If the overall motion of the storms is
subtracted from the velocity, the wind circulation relative to the storm itself will
become more evident. In effect, what is seen is the wind's motion as if the storm
was stationary.
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In unstable conditions, a lifted parcel of air will be warmer than the surrounding air at that
altitude. Because it is warmer, it is less dense and can rise more. Thus instability favors a
storm's updrafts and downdrafts. Lift provides the mechanism for the air to rise, starting
the thunderstorm process. Sources of lift include cold fronts, warm fronts, drylines,
thunderstorm outflow boundaries, and flow up the slopes of topography.
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Vertical wind shear is the change in wind speed and direction with height. This effect is
typically strongest near the surface, though it can be very strong at higher levels in the
atmosphere near upper level jets and fronts. Generally, the greater the instability, the
stronger the updrafts and downdrafts may become. The greater the vertical wind shear, the
better the chance of storms becoming organized and long-lived. Vertical wind shear
through a deep layer (3-5 miles above ground) also can induce rotation—at times intense—
in the storm’s mid levels. Storms developing in weak-shear environments still can produce
brief hail and microbursts, and even weak tornadoes.
Low-level vertical wind shear (in the lowest 1 mile or less of the atmosphere) can help to
generate low-level rotation in a storm. Tornadoes and severe winds are most often related
to the strength of the low-level rotation. When the low-level shear increases in strength,
the strength of the low-level rotation increases, along with the likelihood of tornadoes.
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The building block of all thunderstorms is the thunderstorm cell. The thunderstorm
cell has a distinct life-cycle that lasts about 30 minutes.
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The Towering Cumulus Stage - A cumulus cloud begins to grow vertically, perhaps
to a height of 20,000 feet (6 km). Air within the cloud is dominated by updraft with
some turbulent eddies around the edges.
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The Towering Cumulus Stage - A cumulus cloud begins to grow vertically, perhaps
to a height of 20,000 feet (6 km). Air within the cloud is dominated by updraft with
some turbulent eddies around the edges.
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The storm has considerable depth, often reaching 40,000 to 60,000 feet (12 to 18 km).
Strong updrafts and downdrafts coexist. This is the most dangerous stage when tornadoes,
large hail, damaging winds, and flash flooding may occur.
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The downdraft cuts off the updraft. The storm no longer has a supply of warm moist air to
maintain itself and therefore it dissipates. Light rain and weak outflow winds may remain
for a while during this stage, before leaving behind just a remnant anvil top.
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Features Indicating Strong/Severe Storms
Anvil: The anvil is the elongated cloud at the top of the storm that spreads downwind with
upper level steering winds. The anvil will appear solid, not wispy, and will have sharp, well
defined edges.
Overshooting Top: The overshooting top is the dome of cloud directly above the main
storm updraft tower and the anvil. If the overshooting top is persistent and lasts for 10
minutes or longer, it is generally a sign of a very strong thunderstorm updraft.
Main Storm Tower: The “trunk” of the storm is the visible updraft of the storm from its
base near the ground to just below the anvil. This part of the storm can show:
..Vertically oriented tower, with sharp, well defined edges
..Solid, cauliflower appearance
..Visible rotation of the middle and lower levels, and possibly striations evident in the
clouds
Rain-free Base: The area below the main storm tower. It is generally on the south or
southwestern flank of a storm.
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Wall Cloud: A wall cloud is an isolated lower cloud attached to the rain-free base and below
the main storm tower. Wall clouds often are on the trailing side of a storm. For example, with
a storm that is moving to the north or northeast, the wall cloud typically is on the south or
southwest side of the storm. With some storms, the wall cloud area may be obscured by
precipitation. Wall clouds associated with potentially severe storms:
..Usually persist for 10 minutes or more
..Often, but not always, rotate visibly
..Sometimes are accompanied by obvious rising or sinking motion of cloud piece
...Location to be monitoring for possible funnel cloud and tornado
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How Does Hail Form?
Hailstones grow by collision with supercooled water drops. (Supercooled drops are liquid
drops surrounded by air that is below freezing which is a common occurrence in
thunderstorms.) There are two methods by which the hailstone grows, wet growth and dry
growth, and which produce the "layered look" of hail.
In wet growth, the hailstone nucleus (a tiny piece of ice) is in a region where the air
temperature is below freezing, but not super cold. Upon colliding with a supercooled drop
the water does not immediately freeze around the nucleus.
Instead liquid water spreads across tumbling hailstones and slowly freezes. Since the
process is slow, air bubbles can escape resulting in a layer of clear ice.

With dry growth, the air temperature is well below freezing and the water droplet
immediately freezes as it collides with the nucleus. The air bubbles are "frozen" in place,
leaving cloudy ice.
Area 1 - The hail nucleus, buoyed by the updraft is carried aloft by the updraft and begins
to grow in size as it collides with supercooled raindrops and other small pieces of hail.
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Area 2 - Sometimes the hailstone is blown out of the main updraft and begins to fall to the
earth.
Area 3- If the updraft is strong enough it will move the hailstone back into the cloud where it
once again collides with water and hail and grows. This process may be repeated several
times.
Area 4- In all cases, when the hailstone can no longer be supported by the updraft it falls to
the earth. The stronger the updraft, the larger the hailstones that can be produced by the
thunderstorm.
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Thunderstorms can be categorized by their physical characteristics: the presence or
absence of rotation, the number of location of updrafts and downdrafts present.
There is a continuous spectrum of storms in the sky. At times, it is difficult to place a storm
into a specific category. A storm may move from one category to another.
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Pulse Storm: A Pulse Storm is a single-cell thunderstorm that is usually not strong;.
However, when it is of substantial intensity, it may produce very brief severe weather. Such
a storm weakens and then generates an outflow boundary or another short burst or pulse
storm. It may be difficult to issue warnings in this environment given the rapid
intensification and weakening of each cell.
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Microbursts are often associated with a collapsing storm and within the downdraft region
as rain cooled air accelerates toward the ground.
A microburst covers an area of less the 2.5 square miles and last 3-7 minutes.
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The Multicell Line Storm
..Frequently called squall line
..A long line of storms with individual storm outflows merging to produce a continuous,
well developed gust front marking the leading edge of rain-cooled air
..Line of storms often oriented north-south or northeast-southwest and usually move
toward the northeast, east or southeast
Individual thunderstorm updrafts and downdrafts along the line can become severe,
resulting in large hail and episodes of damaging outflow winds that move rapidly ahead of
the system.
Given the right environmental conditions, multicell line storms can produce:
..Strong downburst winds
..Heavy rainfall
..Moderate-sized hail
..Occasional tornadoes
27
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Shelf Cloud: A shelf cloud is a low, horizontal, banded cloud attached to the base of the
parent cloud, usually a thunderstorm. Rising cloud motion often can be seen in the leading,
outer part of the shelf cloud, while the underside often appears turbulent and wind-torn.
Generally, a shelf cloud appears on the leading
edge of a storm.
Roll Cloud: A roll cloud is low, horizontal, tube-shaped and relatively rare. It differs from a
shelf cloud by being completely detached from other cloud features.
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Shelf clouds move away from the rain and are out in front of the storm. Nature’s signal that
a storm is coming!
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Multicellular Cluster: This type is the most common storm, consisting of a group of
ordinary cells at various stages of the thunderstorm life cycle.

Multicellular Line: This category is a long line of storms with a continuous, well developed
gust front along the leading edge.
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A Mesoscale Convective System (MCS) is a collection of thunderstorms that act as a
system. An MCS can spread across an entire state and last more than 12 hours. On radar
one of these monsters might appear as a solid line, a broken line, or a cluster of cells. This
all-encompassing term can include am MCC.
Mesoscale convective complex (MCC)—A particular type of MCS, an MCC is a large,
circular, long-lived cluster of showers and thunderstorms identified by satellite. It often
emerges out of other storm types during the late-night and early-morning hours. MCCs can
cover an entire state.
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Bow Echo on Radar: The term "bow echo" is based on how bands of rain showers or
thunderstorms "bow out" when strong winds, associated with the storms, reach the
surface and spread horizontally. The radar appearance takes on the shape of a reversed “C”.
Tilting the updraft allows the cumulonimbus cloud to expand further, increasing the aerial
coverage of rain which, in turn, further adds to the cold pool of air under the thunderstorm
and thereby strengthens the gust front causing it to bow out. The bowing of the gust front
forces more warm moist air up, creating new thunderstorm cells and the process repeats.
At this point there is a pronounced bow in the storm(s) as seen by Doppler radar and an
area of moderate to occasionally heavy rain near the center of the cold pool well behind
the gust front. The strongest winds at the surface will be near the apex of this bow.
Tornadoes can also form near the small scale rear inflow notches and near the bookend
vortex.
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Derecho (deh-REY-cho): A derecho is a widespread and usually fast-moving convectively
induced episode of damaging winds. Derechos can result from bow echoes, supercells,
multicell clusters or lines, or a blend of any of these. They can produce damaging straightline winds over areas hundreds of miles long and more than 100 miles across. Due to the
large area extent, an episode is usually not classified as a derecho until it is complete.
On August 10, 2020, a large and intense line of thunderstorms known as a "derecho" swept
across much of the Midwest producing wind damage to an area more than 90,000 square
miles. The derecho resulted in $11.5B worth of damage, making it the COSTLIEST known
thunderstorm event in modern U.S. history. Peak wind gusts topped 140 mph in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, and at least 26 tornadoes were spawned by the storm. More than 20,000,000
people lived in the damage footprint of the derecho, with at least 1,000,000 customers
losing power -- some for more than two weeks. Numerous injuries were counted after the
storm, and four people lost their lives.
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Supercell: A supercell is a highly organized thunderstorm with an extremely strong updraft.
They exhibit persistent storm-scale rotation of the updraft-downdraft couplet or
mesocyclone due to strong speed and directional shear.
..Highly organized storm with rotation inside
..Updrafts can attain speeds more than 100 mph
..Can produce extremely large hail and strong, violent tornadoes
..Rear-flank downdraft can produce damaging outflow winds in excess of 100 mph. The RFD
is a region of dry air wrapping along the back portion of the circulation within the storm
..All types of severe weather can occur with Supercells.
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Supercell Variations
All supercells contain storm-scale rotation, which may give a striated or corkscrew
appearance to the storm’s updraft. One supercell may appear quite different visually from
another, depending on the following:
..The amount of precipitation accompanying the storm
..Whether precipitation falls near or far from the updraft
How a storm moves influences the winds that it “feels,” much like sticking your hand out a
car window as you turn and change speeds. Winds around the storm play an important role
in where precipitation exists in and around the storm’s updraft.
Based on their visual appearance, supercells are often labeled as:
..Low precipitation (rare in Indiana so not covered in training)
..Classic
..High precipitation
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The counter-clockwise rotation of the mesocyclone gives the supercell its classic "hook"
appearance when seen by radar.
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The classic hook signature is not always obvious on radar, especially in our part of the
country. Supercells can also move in different directions. Here are some classic supercell
thunderstorms moving from northwest to southeast across lower Michigan, far northeast
Indiana and northwest Ohio. Watch the loop several times. Notice the lighter radar returns
to the west of the supercells that get pulled east and ingested into the updraft portion of
the supercell.
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Screen captures from storm chase intercept and comparing radar images to video.
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Visual Clues of Supercells:
Striations on the sides of the storm, streaks of cloud or bands of cloud that give the storm a
corkscrew or barber pole appearance, indicate the storm’s updraft is rotating.
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Visual Clues of Supercells:
Inflow cloud bands, such as a “beaver’s tail,” feed into the storm. The beaver’s tail is a
smooth, nearly flat cloud band extending out from the eastern edge of the rain-free base
toward the east. The inflow cloud may feed into the wall cloud and will point toward the
rain shaft as the rain cooled air is pulled into the updraft and condenses.
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Visual Clues of Supercells
..Rotating wall cloud suggests the presence of a rotating updraft
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..Large, rounded rain-free base and lowered cloud base can indicate the presence of a
mesocyclone.
..Increasing spin in wall cloud and cloud base around wall cloud. This can suggest that the
low level rotation is increasing.
..Clearing skies working into the rain-free base, which suggests a part of the rear-flank
downdraft is wrapping around the
mesocyclone. This often precedes or accompanies tornado formation in supercell
thunderstorms.
..Rapid vertical motions, scud clouds rising into wall cloud, sinking motion around wall
cloud from rear-flank downdraft.
..Local burst of heavy rain/hail just west or southwest of wall cloud. Occasionally, this is a
precursor to a tornado.
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Developing Stage of Tornado Formation:
Tornado circulations can develop from either the ground upward (new research) or from
the middle and low levels downward.
..Rear-flank downdraft and precipitation southwest of a wall cloud may signal processes
that help establish a tornado.
..Some circulations start in low levels, near the cloud base, with rapid accelerations of
cloud material into an area of tightening rotation.
..Watch closely! The first sign of tornado development may be a dust whirl at the ground. If
seen, closely examine this whirl to see if it is connected to the cloud base.
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Mature Stage of Tornado Formation:
..Potentially the strongest and most dangerous stage of the tornado’s lifetime.
..Funnel often has a near-vertical orientation.
..Visible funnel may not extend all the way to the ground, or may become hidden inside the
wrapping precipitation!
..Often, rear-flank downdraft wraps around south and east side of the wall cloud gradually
cutting off original inflow air.
..Rain-free base may take on a horseshoe-shaped appearance. The tornado and wall cloud
may be found at the north end of this structure.
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Dissipating Stage:
..Rear-flank downdraft wraps around tornado.
..The tornado is separating from the warm buoyant air that it needs for its survival.
..Tornado shrinks, tilts, and takes on a contorted snakelike appearance before finally
dissipating. Sometimes this is referred to as the rope stage.
..Although the tornado is not as large as it was in the mature stage, it can still be
dangerous.
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The Enhanced Fujita Scale or EF Scale, which became operational on February 1, 2007, is
used to assign a tornado a 'rating' based on estimated wind speeds and related damage.
When tornado-related damage is surveyed, it is compared to a list of Damage Indicators
(DIs) and Degrees of Damage (DoD) which help estimate better the range of wind speeds
the tornado likely produced. From that comparison, a rating (from EF0 to EF5) is assigned.
The EF Scale was revised from the original Fujita Scale introduced in the early 1970s to
reflect better examinations of tornado damage surveys so as to align wind speeds more
closely with associated storm damage.
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Around 90 percent of all tornadoes in Indiana are of EF2 strength or weaker. The most
violent tornadoes, EF4 and EF5, account for just 2.2 percent of all tornadoes since 1950,
but also account for about 90 percent or more of all fatalities.
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Around 90 percent of all tornadoes in Indiana are of EF2 strength or weaker. The most
violent tornadoes, EF4 and EF5, account for just 2.2 percent of all tornadoes since 1950,
but also account for about 90 percent or more of all fatalities.
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The NWS Indianapolis website. Find all your weather needs from this page. Use the arrow
keys on the map to navigate to neighboring NWS offices. Just go to www.weather.gov to
find NWS offices from all across the United States, including U.S. territories.
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The NWS does not have an “App” and no immediate plans to develop one for reasons
beyond our control. However, navigate to this website on your smart phone, and save the
URL to your desktop. It will then act and feel like an App, giving you access to real time,
updated weather forecasts and information from the National Weather Service for
anywhere in the country.
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URL to your desktop. It will then act and feel like an App, giving you access to real time,
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NOAA Weather Radio All Hazards (NWR) is a nationwide network of radio stations
broadcasting continuous weather information directly from the nearest National Weather
Service office. NWR broadcasts official Weather Service warnings, watches, forecasts and
other hazard information 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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CoCoRaHS reports are used by climatologists, meteorologists, scientists and many other
organizations to track precipitation across the United States. There are over 10,000
volunteer observers and the NWS looks at this data every single day!
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In the three tornado outbreaks referenced in this section, spotter reports, pictures and
videos were critical in helping make faster warning decisions with more detailed life-saving
information.
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